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2008 Estimated US Cancer Deaths*

ONS=Other nervous system.
Source: American Cancer Society, 2008.
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Cancer Death Rates* Among Women, 
US,1930-2004

*Age-adjusted to the 2000 US standard population.
Source:  US Mortality Data 1960-2004, US Mortality Volumes 1930-1959,
National Center for Health Statistics, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2006.
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Cancer Death Rates* Among Men, US,1930-
2004

*Age-adjusted to the 2000 US standard population.
Source:  US Mortality Data 1960-2004, US Mortality Volumes 1930-1959,
National Center for Health Statistics, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2006.
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Tobacco Use in the US, 1900-2004
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*Age-adjusted to 2000 US standard population.                                                                                   
Source: Death rates: US Mortality Data, 1960-2004, US Mortality Volumes, 1930-1959, National Center for Health 
Statistics, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 2006. Cigarette consumption: US Department of 
Agriculture, 1900-2004.
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Imaging



Sensing, Detection and Imaging
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Optical Imaging
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Ultrasound Imaging
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Positron Emission Tomography
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Once upon a time…

1895

1901-PhysicsRoentgen



Photoelectric Effect
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Photoelectric effect (1905)

1921-Physics- ..discovery of laws of PE



Compton Scattering (Inelastic)
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Nobel Prize
in Physics (1927)

Arthur H. Compton, The Physical Review (May 1923)



Attenuation
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Im (x, y, En ) = I0 (x, y, En )exp(− µ(r, En )dz∫ )

National Institute for Standards and Technology (NIST)



Mammography- Low Tissue Contrast
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Example of Missed Lesion

can radiologists interpret the phase imagery? The study will be conducted using LROC methodology in order to 
understand the detection and localization ability that a PCI system can provide in comparison to an absorption 
mammogram.  

Most of the ongoing PCI research in other groups are devoted to developing systems that require many x-
ray optics and multiple measurements to obtain phase images along with absorption images. We believe that 
our proposed research will enable a simple PCI measurement technique that has significantly higher potential 
to translate to clinic. Our work will also bring significant understanding of breast tissue and tumors from the 
perspective of possibilities and limitations of spectral and phase sensitive x-ray imaging and if successful will 
have a major impact in breast imaging. If a classification scheme emerges based on our investigation this will 
contribute to our fundamental understanding on breast tumor characteristics from the perspective of designing 
phase sensitive and spectral x-ray imaging.  
 
1.1 Background in brief 
Mammographic screening has shown to miss at least 25% of cancers. As an example, one of the large studies 
addressing this aspect, published by Bird et al. analyzed 320 cancers found in a screening population between 
1985 and 1990 revealed that 77 cancers were “missed” at screening mammography2. Suboptimal technique 
(under exposure or overexposure) was responsible for only four missed cases. Fig. 1 shows a representative 
case adapted rom Bird et al. 2 where an invasive ductal carcinoma was overlooked for three years until it grew 
to a significantly appreciable size.  

  
 
 
 

 Efforts to improve detection performance in non-contrast enhanced x-ray breast imaging have focused 
heavily on tomography. Digital breast tomosynthesis (DBT), which is a limited-angle tomographic imaging 
technique has recently gained FDA approval. Dedicated breast CT (bCT) is also under investigation by a 
number of research groups. Accurate quantification of reconstructed tissue attenuation values is possible using 
a bCT image, but statistical noise, potential higher dose (in comparison to DM and DBT) and low resolution 
can be problems. While DBT and bCT represent major advances in breast imaging technology, they still rely 
on absorption contrast so that significant improvements in early stage cancer detection and discrimination are 
not anticipated.  

Phase variations in x-ray PCI3 has been of considerable interest in imaging community within the last 
decade. PCI is better described by the wave nature of x-rays. We discuss the basics of this process next. 

 
1.1a Phase-Contrast Imaging – Exploring the Wave Nature of X-Rays 
As electromagnetic waves, x-rays propagating through tissue undergo a phase change ! as well as 
attenuation. According to basic principles of optics, the magnitude of the phase change is determined by the 
real part of the tissue’s complex refractive index (RI) !! = 1 − ! + !".  
The real term ! is given by 

                                           ! = (!!!!!!)/2!,                              (1) 
with  the classical electron radius, ! the wavelength associated with energy E and !! the electron density 
(ED) in the tissue while the imaginary part ! of the index is related to the linear attenuation coefficient !!(!) 
through the equation 
                            !(!, !, !;!) = 4!"/!.                (2) 
For absorption imaging, the measured x-ray intensity relies simply on linear attenuation coefficient !!(!, !, !;!) 
as 

                           ! !, !,! = !!!(!, !,!)!exp!(− ! !, !, !;! !"!)              (3) 

re

a. b. C.

616 #{149}Radiology September 1992

Figure 4. Craniocaudat (top) and mediolat-
eral (bottom) views of the same breast in
(a) 1985, (b) 1987, and (c) 1988 demonstrate
an area of increased opacity and architectural
distortion (arrow), which was thought to be
related to a prior biopsy in the area. A small
increase in the size of the opacity was not
appreciated in 1987 (b). There was a definite
increase in the size and degree of the opacity
in 1988 (c). Diagnosis was invasive ductal
carcinoma.

detected breast cancers and in 35% of
interval breast cancers (8). Muhm et a!
(9) found that 90% (45 of 50) of pe-
ripheral carcinomas and 75% (12 of
16) of perihilar carcinomas were visi-
ble in retrospect on screening chest
radiographs that had been inter-
preted as having negative results by
at least two experienced chest radiol-
ogists. Hall (10) has pointed out the
potential medicolegal problems re-
lated to retrospective review of previ-
ous mammograms in patients found
to have breast cancer. The frequency
of such lesions in a practice where the
participating radiologists are well
trained, experienced, and particularly
interested in mammography, and
where a medical audit indicates salis-
factory performance, would seem to
indicate that such lesions only rarely
constitute negligence (5).

Analysis of the missed lesions sug-
gests that misinterpretation of a per-
ceived abnormality is slightly more
common than simply overlooking the
abnormality as a reason for the miss
(Table 1). There is no single category
of misinterpretation that accounts for
a majority of these cases.

Suboptimal technique was respon-
sible for very few of the mammo-
graphic misses. This is thought to be
related to on-site processing at our
screening centers, which allows
checking of the mammograms before
the patients are dismissed. Technical
problems would be expected to be
more prevalent when batch process-
ing is used.

Comparison of the missed lesions
in the study group with those in the
comparison group reveals several im-
portant differences (Table 3). The fact
that very few of the missed lesions
occur in fatty breasts is as expected.
Overall, the breasts in the study
group were significantly more dense
than those in the comparison group.

Although microcalcifications were
frequently found in the comparison
group, they were much less common
among the missed lesions (Table 4).
This is thought to be due to the rela-

lively easy perception of microcalcifi-
cations on high-contrast, high-resolu-
tion mammograms. Developing
opacities were significantly more
common among the missed cancers.
This is not surprising, as small, irregu-
lar opacities are easy to overlook or
easy to misinterpret as being benign
in breasts composed of tissue with
irregular density.

We chose to designate the location
of lesions in relation to the nipple in
the glandular tissue, rather than by
quadrants, because we have noted
empirically the tendency for subtle
cancers to be present in the medial,
subareo!ar, and retroglandular por-
tions of the breast. In regard to the
position of the missed lesions, lesions
in the retroglandular areas seem to be
particularly difficult to detect (Table 5,
Fig 5). It is of interest that those le-

sions in the central portion of the
breast, where one might expect diffi-
culty related to surrounding glandu-
lar tissue, did not account for the ex-
pected percentage of missed lesions
in our series. In our practice, we tend
to overexpose the films slightly,
which may be helpful in areas of rela-
lively dense glandular tissue but also
may contribute to the difficulty in the
perception of retroglandular lesions.

In summary, increased sensitivity in
screening mammography depends on
properly interpreted, optima! radio-
graphs. Accuracy of interpretation
requires an understanding of the
characteristics of those lesions that
tend to be overlooked or misinter-
preted. Missed lesions tend to occur
in dense breasts, often present as de-
veloping opacities, and are frequently
found in the retroglandular region.

!

Figure!1.!!An example of a missed lesion: 
Mediolateral mammographic views of the 
same breast obtained in the year s1985(Fig. 
a), 1987(Fig. b) and 1988 (Fig. c) 
demonstrate area of increased opacity and 
architectural distortion (shown by the arrows). 
The small increase in opacity was not 
appreciated in 1987 (Fig. b). In 1988 the 
patient was diagnosed with invasive ductal 
carcinoma. Adapted from Bird et al.2!

Adapted from Bird et al. ,Radiology, 184 (3) (1992)
Years:    1985                       1987                    1988 

Invasive Ductal Carcinoma
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Digital Breast Tomosynthesis

Invasive 
Carcinoma

LMLO Tomosynthesis 
Slice (Z = 24mm)

D. B. Kopans,  MGH

Potential to Reduce False-Negative Diagnosis



Computed Tomography (CT)
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Zernike
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Frits Zernike
Physics  Nobel Prize 1953
Phase contrast optical microscope



Wave Nature of X-Rays
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Max Von Laue
Physics- 1914 Interference



X-Ray Phase-Contrast Imaging (PCI)

Phase changes (or refractive properties) – contrast mechanism

Phase Absorption
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In-Line Propagation PCI

Wave-front distortions due to the object leads to
intensity modulations
Requires: High coherence x-ray source,

High resolution detectors (tens of µm)

Wilkins, Nature (1996)  
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Grating Interferometry PCILETTERS

where ai are the amplitude coeYcients, �i the corresponding
phase coeYcients, k = 2⇡/p2 and p2 is the period of G2. Then
the normalized average transmission of the specimen in each
detector pixel is given by T(m,n) = a

s
0(m,n)/a

r
0(m,n), where the

superscripts s and r denote the values measured with the specimen
in place (s) and as a reference without (r). Note that T(m,n) is
identical to what would be measured with a conventional X-ray
radiography set-up. Furthermore, we have previously shown11 that
diVerential phase-contrast images can be obtained by analysing the
lateral shift of intensity modulation, that is, the quantity �1(m,n)
in equation (1).

The new aspect and particular focus of the work presented
here is how dark-field images, or more generally images on the
basis of the local scattering power of the sample, can be obtained
with such a set-up. In terms of visible-light Fourier optics, dark-
field illumination removes the zeroth order (unscattered light)
from the diVraction pattern formed at the rear focal plane of
the objective. This results in an image formed exclusively from
higher-angle diVraction intensities scattered by the specimen. Quite
similarly, information about the scattering power of the specimen
is contained in our case in the higher order, that is, the first Fourier
component of I(m,n,xg). More precisely, the amplitude of the first
Fourier component, a1, is decreased when X-rays are scattered or
reflected at internal inhomogeneities or interfaces on their passage
through the specimen (Fig. 1b).

For a quantitative description of this eVect, we first
define the normalized oscillation amplitude, the visibility
of the intensity modulation of I(m, n, xg), by the ratio
V

r(m, n) ⌘ (Imax � Imin)/(Imax + Imin) = a
r
1(m, n)/a

r
0(m, n); see

equation (1). The relative decrease of the visibility due to the
specimen can be quantified by defining the normalized visibility,
V (m, n) ⌘ V

s(m, n)/V
r(m, n). For homogeneous specimens,

that is, for samples with negligible small-angle X-ray scattering
contribution, the value for the visibility remains unchanged, and
V (m,n) = 1. However, specimens that, for example, show strong
internal density fluctuations on micrometre length scales, and
thus produce a strong small-angle X-ray scattering signal, show
a significant decrease of the visibility and yield values of V < 1
(ref. 23). More generally, we note that the quantity V (m, n) is
inversely proportional to the eVective integrated local small- (and
ultrasmall-) angle scattering power of the sample and therefore
refer to it as a ‘dark-field’ image of the specimen. Most simply,
this can be understood by considering that the amplitude of
the oscillations in I(m, n, xg) is most eVectively reduced by
X-rays scattered from the object at wavevectors corresponding to
diVraction angles defined by the ratio of half the period of G2 over
the distance between the object and G2 (see also Fig. 1b).

Figure 2 shows the experimental results obtained for a test
sample made out of a Teflon plastic tube and a natural rubber
tube. The conventional transmission image is shown in Fig. 2a,
the novel dark-field image in Fig. 2b and the diVerential phase-
contrast image in Fig. 2c (ref. 11). Whereas the inner part of the
two tubes looks very similar in the transmission image (Fig. 2a) and
the diVerential phase-contrast image (Fig. 2c), clear diVerences are
visible in the dark-field image (Fig. 2b). The microscopic density
fluctuations (pore structure) in the rubber tube produce a strong
small-angle scattering signal and thus significantly smaller intensity
modulations (Fig. 2d) in I(m, n, xg) and correspondingly low
values in the dark-field image (Fig. 2b). The inner parts of the
Teflon tube, on the other hand, show no significant contributions to
the dark-field signal, because the plastic is a homogenous material
with essentially no density fluctuations on the relevant length
scales. However, at the interfaces of the Teflon tube, small-angle
reflections reveal more structural details. Both the dark-field image
(Fig. 2b) and the diVerential phase-contrast image show (Fig. 2c),

X-ray
source

G0

G1

G1

G2

G2
Sample

Detector

Detector

y

z

x

d
xg

xg

a0

a1
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I (xg)
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b

c

Figure 1 X-ray grating interferometer. a, Set-up with a source grating G0, a phase
grating G1 and an analyser absorption grating G2. b, Through the Talbot effect a
linear periodic fringe pattern is created behind G1 in the plane of G2. c, Intensity
modulation detected in a detector pixel when one of the gratings is scanned along
xg. A loss in the amplitude of the oscillation due to the scattering of X-rays in the
specimen (degradation of the coherent wavefront) can be used to extract images
with dark-field contrast.

more clearly than the absorption image (Fig. 2a), that the thick
walls of the Teflon tube were actually made by inserting a thinner
tube into a tube with a larger diameter.

More generally, the small-angle scattering signal as recorded in
the dark-field image is particularly sensitive to density variations
in the object on the length scale of a few tenths of nanometres
to several micrometres. It naturally complements the length scales
that can be imaged directly by radiographic methods into the
submicrometre range.

Although we have applied our method to obtain dark-field
images of numerous specimens, proving the method to be of
potential interest for a broad range of applications, we can report
here on only one in detail (a second is in the Supplementary
Information, Fig. S2). This example is shown in Fig. 3 and
particularly demonstrates the potential for improved contrast in
medical imaging. As a biological test specimen, a chicken wing was
used. The conventional transmission contrast is shown in Fig. 3a
and the dark-field contrast in Fig. 3b. Note that, because both

nature materials VOL 7 FEBRUARY 2008 www.nature.com/naturematerials 135

Talbot-Lau interferometer 
Multiple highly precise measurements required 
Requires gratings of very small period < 5µm

Pfeiffer et al, Nature (2006)
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Coded-Aperture (CA) PCI
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energy.6 However, we will assume that the blurring resulting
from the use of an extended source is such that diffraction
effects can be neglected (the general polychromatic case is
discussed in the supplementary material16). The geometrical
optics approximation can then be safely used, as demon-
strated by Munro et al.17 In this case, it can be shown that
the beam shape and the illumination curve are independent
from energy, i.e., qref x; Eð Þ ¼ qref xð Þ and C xe; Eð Þ ¼ C xeð Þ.
This means that, in the case of an extended source size,
the EI setup is achromatic, since the only dependence
upon energy is that related to sample attenuation and
refraction.

Equation (1) can then be rewritten in a more compact
form (by also discarding for simplicity of notation the de-
pendence upon the object coordinate p) as a function of the
effective transmission Teff and refraction angle Dhx,eff,
obtained by appropriate weighting over the entire
spectrum,11

Iobj xeð Þ ¼ I0Tef f C xe $ zodDhx;eff
! "

: (2)

Note that the effective energy associated to Teff and Dhx,eff

is in general different (see Munro et al.11 for a detailed
analysis on the concept of effective energy in polychro-
matic XPCi).

Let us now assume that two images of the sample are
acquired, with the detector mask set so as to stop a lower
(“þ ” position) or upper (“$ ” position) portion of the beam.
By dividing the two intensities, the dependence upon the
object transmission cancels out

Iobj;þ

Iobj;$
¼

C xe;þ $ zodDhx;eff
! "

C xe;$ $ zodDhx;eff
! " & R zodDhx;eff

! "
: (3)

The function R can be calculated numerically from the ex-
perimental measure of the illumination curve or from its the-
oretical expression. Equation (3) can then be inverted to
provide the effective refraction angle

Dhx;eff ¼
1

zod
R$ 1 Iobj;þ

Iobj;$

# $
: (4)

The effective object transmission can be derived, instead, by
using Eq. (2) and the value for the refraction angle calculated
above, i.e.,

Tef f ¼
Iobj;þ

I0C xe;þ $ R$ 1
Iobj;þ

Iobj;$

# $# $ : (5)

Importantly, Eqs. (4) and (5) also provide a means to esti-
mate analytically the uncertainty on the calculated values
Teff and Dhx,eff. In fact, in the approximation of small statisti-
cal errors on the input intensities Iobj,þ and Iobj,$ , and in the
special case of symmetric “plus” and “minus” positions, i.e.,
C xe;þð Þ ¼ C xe;$ð Þ, one can write (cf. Eqs. (4) and (5))

r Dhx;eff
! "

’
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
C xe;þð Þ

p

zod

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2Tef f I0

p
qref xe;þð Þ $ qref xe;þ þ dð Þ
& ' ; (6)

r Tef fð Þ ’
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
3Tef f

p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2I0C xe;þð Þ

p : (7)

Equation (6) is the central result of this analysis. It shows
that, in addition to photon statistics and propagation distance,
the sensitivity is determined by the chosen level of illumina-
tion C xe;þð Þ and by the distribution of the beam incident
on the detector mask, which in turn depends on the source
dimensions. The mask period does not appear in the
expression, which can be easily understood considering that
each aperture does not interact with the adjacent ones.
Equation (6) represents a generalization of the results
obtained in Diemoz et al.,6 in the case of polychromatic spa-
tially incoherent radiation, illumination fractions different
from 50% and a detector aperture of finite size.

The variation of the sensitivity as a function of the source
full width at half maximum (FWHM, for a Gaussian shaped
source) is analyzed in Fig. 2, by considering the parameters of
our experimental setup and a detector mask positioned so as
to cut half of the beam at both the “$ ” and “þ ” positions.
The pitch of the sample mask is 66.8 lm and the aperture
12 lm, while the detector mask has pitch and aperture of
83.5 lm and 20 lm, respectively. The setup distances are
zso ¼ 1.6 m and zod¼ 0.4 m, and the x-ray source is the Rigaku
007HF, using a Mo target and operated at 35 kV/25 mA.

In the first case (blue curve), the sensitivity is obtained
by applying Eq. (6) and calculating the beam distribution
qref xð Þ by using the geometrical optics approximation.

FIG. 2. Variation of the sensitivity as a function of the source dimensions.
The following parameters are considered: a ¼ 12 lm, d¼ 20 lm, zso ¼ 1.6 m,
zod ¼ 0.4 m, corresponding to our experimental setup.

FIG. 1. (a) Diagram of the EI principle and (b) of its implementation with
divergent beams (not to scale).

244104-2 Diemoz et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 244104 (2013)

An edge-illumination effect is created using a pair of 
mutually displaced masks
- Refraction effect ; not Interference
Mini Das, Cancer Education (Houston), 2019



PCI Image

Pfeiffer et al, Nature (2006)
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Zebra Fish- Spectral PCI
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Non-Phase Contrast Phase Contrast
~25keV

Phase Contrast
30-100keV



Spectral Phase Retrieval

� Absorption and phase change due to propagation creates 
intensity variations

Mini Das, Cancer Education (Houston), 2019

I "2 , % = '("1, %) 1 − "2∇
2-
.

I "1 , % = '0 "1, % exp(−34 % 56)

ber k(E), IR1(E) is the intensity at object plane (at dis-
tance R1 from the source) and IR(E) is the intensity at
detector plane (at distance R2 from the object plane)
for x-ray energy E and R = R1 + R2. M = R/R1 is
the magnification factor for the image on detector plane.
r2 represents the two-dimensional Laplacian defined on
the detector plane. The intensity distribution on object
plane can be expressed in terms of the line integrals of
x-ray attenuation along the x-ray path,

IR1(E) = Iin(E) exp

✓
�
Z

µ(E)d`

◆
(2)

with µ(E) as the linear attenuation coe�cient distribu-
tion of the object and Iin(E) as the incident intensity.
Integration limits for d` are from 0 to the detector co-
ordinate. After combining equation 1 and 2, and using
an approximation of Rytov-type [16] which is valid for
weakly scattering objects, we get an expression of the
form,

� log

✓
M2IR(E)

Iin(E)

◆
=

Z
µ(E)d`+

R2

Mk(E)
r2�(E) (3)

with left hand side as the flat-field corrected data term.
Note that the right hand side consists of the two un-
known functions µ(E) and �(E). Thus, even using
multiple-energy measurements, a unique solution for the
projected µ(E) and �(E) is not feasible at this step, be-
cause, µ(E) has a non-linear energy dependence unlike
�(E) and is unknown prior to measurements. To over-
come this problem, we express the unknowns in terms of
energy independent material quantities, i.e., the e↵ective
atomic number Z and the electron density ⇢e. This can
be achieved by decomposing the attenuation coe�cients
into absorption and scattering components [17],

µ(E) = NK
Z5

e3(E)
+NZ�KN(E) (4)

where the first and second terms on the right hand side
correspond respectively to the PE and CS contributions
to the total attenuation. This technique is well-studied
in material/basis decomposition methods when multiple-
energy data are available. In equation 4, N is the con-
centration, K is a dimensionless constant, e(E) is the
normalized energy of the incident radiation with respect
to that of a single electron and �KN(E) is the cross-
section of an electron that can be computed based on the
Klein-Nishina equation [18]. Phase, on the other hand, is
linearly proportional with the projected electron density
⇢e and can be expressed as,

�(E) = � 2⇡re
k(E)

Z
⇢ed` (5)

with re as the classical electron radius. By substituting
equation 4 and 5 into 3, we finally arrive at the following

expression of the form,

� log

✓
M2IR(E)

Iin(E)

◆
=

K

e3(E)
a1+

✓
�KN (E) +

2⇡reR2

Mk2(E)
r2

◆
a2 (6)

where a1 and a2 are the energy independent unknown
projections defined as:

a1 =

Z
⇢eZ

4d` a2 =

Z
⇢ed` (7)

Intensity measurements at two energies provide su�cient
data to retrieve the two unknown projected quantities,
a1 and a2, from the set of two linear equations based on
expression 6. From a1 and a2, the absorption and phase
images can be obtained according to expression 5 and
the first term on the right hand side of expression 6, re-
spectively. While this retrieval method can produce rea-
sonably accurate results with simply two energy bins, in
the simulation model described below, we will briefly dis-
cuss the benefits of using XPCDs with multiple-energy
bins and a noise regularization strategy.

Let us consider a XPCD which registers detected pho-
tons to N di↵erent energy bins (Bi : i = 1, . . . , N) ac-
cording to their energy. Then, expression 6 can be ap-
proximated as,

� log

 
M2 [IR(E)]Bi

[Iin(E)]Bi

!
=

K

e3(B̃i)
a1+

✓
�KN (B̃i) +

2⇡reR2

Mk2(B̃i)
r2

◆
a2, i = 1, . . . , N (8)

with [I(E)]Bi representing the measured intensity corre-
sponding to x-ray photons of energy within bin Bi and
B̃i representing the photon energy corresponding to the
median of the photon counts in that bin. Equation 8 can
easily be expressed using the matrix notation: D = GA
where A is the solution vector, D is the data vector, G
is the matrix consisting of the energy dependent coe�-
cients. Increasing the number of energy bins results in a
larger number of spectrally resolved data, leading to an
improved accuracy in the retrieval solutions. However,
more bins with narrower energy windows imply a small
number of photons to be detected in each bin and in turn
deteriorates the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Thus, a reg-
ularization strategy to consider the unequal distribution
of noise within the bins is necessary for stable solutions.
We used weighted least-square method applied in Fourier
domain to obtain the solutions:

A =
�
GTWG

��1
GTWD (9)

where W is the weighting matrix constructed according
to the SNR of the detected x-ray quanta in each energy
bin:

W = diag


S1
�1

, . . . ,
Si
�i

�
, i = 1, . . . , N (10)

2

Photoelectric Compton ScatterGursoy, Das (2013)
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8
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In this Letter, we present a single-step method to simultaneously retrieve x-ray absorption and phase images valid
for a broad range of imaging energies and material properties. Our method relies on the availability of spectrally
resolved intensity measurements, which is now possible using semiconductor x-ray photon counting detectors. The
retrieval method is derived and presented, with results showing good agreement. © 2013 Optical Society of
America
OCIS codes: (340.7440) X-ray imaging; (100.5070) Phase retrieval.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.38.001461

X-ray phase imaging has been of interest in the last cou-
ple of decades for potential applications in medical
imaging and material characterization [1]. A key aspect
in phase imaging is the well known “phase problem,”
which involves detangling the absorption and phase
effects from intensity measurements [2]. The most re-
searched methods of x-ray phase imaging are the inter-
ferometry-based setups that use elaborate x-ray optics
(like multiple gratings or an analyzer crystal) for phase
measurements [3,4]. The simplest of the existing phase
contrast imaging methods is the in-line phase propaga-
tion method, which utilizes development of interference
patterns at longer sample-to-detector distances when
using an x-ray source with a sufficiently large lateral
coherence [5,6]. This method does not require any x-ray
optics in the beam path, but typically requires at least two
measurements to detangle absorption and phase infor-
mation from intensity measurements. Such data acquis-
ition schemes involving multiple x-ray exposures are not
practical if adaptation to a clinical setting is desired
where the speed of acquisition and/or radiation dose is
a major concern.
A number of methods were investigated to facilitate

phase retrieval from a single x-ray exposure [7–12]. A
majority of these methods are valid for only weak phase
objects or for small objects with negligible absorption
and have very low sensitivity. A notable effort is by
Wu et al. [11] where the concept of “phase-attenuation
duality” was introduced which is applicable to x-ray
energies of 60–500 keV that are high enough to neglect
the effects related with the photoelectric effect (PE).
Although their method can retrieve the phase distribution
accurately, it does not provide any absorption contrast
which, in principle, yields the variations in atomic num-
ber composition and is considered the current gold stan-
dard in radiology. This method is also susceptible to yield
poor phase retrieval accuracy when materials of high
atomic number (high x-ray absorption) are present in
the object. Another promising method for simultaneous
retrieval of absorption and phase is by using x-ray ener-
gies of 1–20 keV where the PE effects dominate [12,13].
Their approach for phase retrieval is simplified by ne-
glecting the contribution of Compton scattering (CS) in
the model for object plane intensity. While this approach

is reasonable for imaging energies of few keVs (and
hence practical for imaging small samples that require
only low penetration), it fails for medically relevant
x-ray imaging energies where CS contributions are sig-
nificant. In this Letter, we bridge the gap between these
two methods by proposing a single-step method for
simultaneous retrieval of absorption and phase images.
This method is valid for a broad range of x-ray imaging
energies (1–500 keV) and material properties.

Recent advances in x-ray photon counting detectors
(XPCD) have provided a new momentum to research
in the area of spectral detection and enabled implemen-
tations in both biomedical and material imaging [14].
Potential advantages of XPCDs, compared to the energy
integrating scintillating detectors (conventionally used
in modern radiography) are electronic noise rejection
and their energy-resolving capabilities. The latter can be
utilized by setting appropriate energy thresholds so that
the incoming photons are sorted out into bins based on
their energies. In this Letter, we first develop the essen-
tial mathematical framework and present the solution
for the phase problem. Then we demonstrate the appli-
cability of the method by simulating a clinically relevant
setup with a microfocus x-ray source and using a cur-
rently available XPCD.

Noninterferometric phase retrieval can be achieved by
finding solutions of the so-called transport of intensity
equation (TIE), which relates the propagation of intensity
distribution with the phase distribution of a wave in the
paraxial approximation [15]. Assuming slowly varying
intensity distributions on the detector plane, the simpli-
fied TIE for a cone beam (source with sufficient lateral
coherence) setup can be written as follows,

IR!E" #
IR1

!E"
M2

!
1$

R2

Mk!E"
∇

2ϕ!E"
"
; (1)

where ϕ!E" is the phase of the x-ray wave with wavenum-
ber k!E", IR1

!E" is the intensity at object plane (at dis-
tance R1 from the source), and IR!E" is the intensity
at detector plane (at distance R2 from the object plane)
for x-ray energy E and R # R1 $ R2. M # R∕R1 is the
magnification factor for the image on detector plane.
∇

2 represents the two-dimensional Laplacian defined
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Approximated transport-of-intensity equation for
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Transport-of-intensity equations (TIEs) allow better understanding of image formation and assist in simplifying the
“phase problem” associated with phase-sensitive x-ray measurements. In this Letter, we present for the first time to
our knowledge a simplified form of TIE that models x-ray differential phase-contrast (DPC) imaging with coded-
aperture (CA) geometry. The validity of our approximation is demonstrated through comparison with an exact TIE
in numerical simulations. The relative contributions of absorption, phase, and differential phase to the acquired
phase-sensitive intensity images are made readily apparent with the approximate TIE, which may prove useful
for solving the inverse phase-retrieval problem associated with these CA geometry based DPC. © 2014 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: (110.2990) Image formation theory; (170.1630) Coded aperture imaging; (170.3660) Light propagation in

tissues; (170.3880) Medical and biological imaging; (340.7430) X-ray coded apertures; (340.7440) X-ray imaging.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1364/OL.39.005395

X-ray phase imaging (PI) has been of considerable inter-
est over the years, with increasing efforts to advance
both theory and acquisition methods [1–7]. In terms of
acquisition methods, accurate retrieval of absorption
and phase-related information often requires a series
of complex measurements. The achievement of simpler
imaging methods, allowing for shorter imaging times and
lower radiation dose, has been a persistent goal. Approxi-
mate forward models based on transport-of-intensity
equations (TIEs) have proven to simplify this well-known
“phase problem.”
Propagation-based (PB) geometries are perhaps the

simplest of existing approaches to PI [1]. PB techniques
simply rely on free-space propagation to render phase
variations into intensity variations in the measured data.
The contrast-enhancing mechanism here is the larger
propagation distance leading to a noncompact imaging
setup. In a laboratory setting, the PB technique requires
sources with high spatial coherence, such as a microfo-
cus x-ray tube.
On the other hand, a differential phase-contrast (DPC)

imaging setup can utilize conventional incoherent and
polychromatic x-ray tubes. They are also considered to
be valuable in extracting the object-boundary image (via
differential electron-density map), which may improve
the visibility of weak signals in a radiologically dense
background. Among the most widely researched candi-
dates for x-ray DPC imaging are the Talbot-grating-based
interferometric (GI) [4] and a coded-aperture (CA) based
phase-contrast imaging setup [3,5]. The CA method uti-
lizes the edge-illumination principle to enhance DPC
based on simple refraction. The CA DPC method [3,5]
is noninterferometric and hence offers a significantly
simpler setup and measurement technique than a GI
method.
The image formation using the CA method has been

previously described using wave optics and geometric
optics [6]. However, approximate forward models based
on TIE have not been explored to our knowledge for DPC
imaging based on this geometry. In this Letter, we exam-
ine the effects of applying approximation to TIE that can

describe the intensity measurements when a CA DPC
setting is used.

For simplicity we describe our formulation for a
parallel-beam geometry since extension to cone-beam
geometry is straightforward. Figure 1 shows the sche-
matic of a parallel-beam CA imaging geometry with two
periodic masks. Here we consider a system utilizing 1D
masks (with mask lines in the y direction only) in our TIE
formulation; the extension to use of 2D masks (with
mask lines in both the x and y directions) is straightfor-
ward. Here z is the optic axis, and the mask lines are par-
allel to the y axis. Thus all the gradient operators in the
formulation to describe this system simply change to
derivatives along the x direction. The first mask (M1), sit-
uated upstream of the object to be imaged, generates thin
x-ray beamlets. The second mask (M2) is positioned
immediately upstream of the detector with a slight dis-
placement in the x axis with respect to M1, producing
an edge illumination that enhances the DPC effect.

For this parallel-beam geometry, the two masks have
the same period (which we denote as PM1 ! PM2). If we
had a cone-beam geometry, M1 would be a demagnified
version of M2, and the mask periods satisfy the relation
PM2 ! MPM1 where M is the magnification factor. With
either geometry, the detector pixel size would match the
pitch of M2. The mask lines are considered as ideal

Fig. 1. Schematic of a parallel-beam CA imaging geometry
(showing top view). M1 and M2 are the two masks and D is
the detector. Mask lines are parallel to the y axis.
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In this Letter, we propose the first single-shot, noninterferometric x-ray imaging method for simultaneous retrieval
of absorption, phase, and differential-phase imagery with quantitative accuracy. Our method utilizes a photon-
counting spectral x-ray detector in conjunction with a simplified transport-of-intensity equation for coded-aperture
phase-contrast imaging to efficiently solve the retrieval problem. This method can utilize an incoherent and poly-
chromatic (clinical or laboratory) x-ray tube and can enable retrieval for a wide range and composition of material
properties. The proposed method has been validated via computer simulations and is expected to significantly ben-
efit applications that are sensitive to complexity of measurement, radiation dose and imaging time. © 2014 Optical
Society of America
OCIS codes: (110.0110) Imaging systems; (110.2990) Image formation theory; (110.7440) X-ray imaging; (170.3890)

Medical optics instrumentation; (170.7440) X-ray imaging; (340.7430) X-ray coded apertures.
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Investigations in x-ray phase-contrast imaging (PCI) are
being driven by the potential for enhanced signal detec-
tion in cases where x-ray attenuation contrast alone is
insufficient. Ongoing areas of research include applica-
tions in security, defense, materials characterization,
and medical imaging. For many of these applications,
quantitative PCI with low radiation dose and single-
measurement (or “single-shot”) techniques are of particu-
lar interest.
Free-space propagation (FSP) methods are the

simplest type of PCI but require monochromatic, high-
coherence beams from a synchrotron source or microfo-
cus x-ray tube [1]. Among alternative PCI methods that
can utilize polychromatic and incoherent sources are
those based on grating interferometry (GI) and coded
apertures (CAs) [2,3]. The typical GI setup consisting of
a combination of absorption and phase gratings presents
a number of issues with regard to imaging thick objects in
a clinical setting. One issue is the need for precise grating
alignments, a difficulty that is exacerbated by a need for
multiple measurements per projection. The high-aspect
ratios required for the gratings are a problem when
operating the GI system at high x-ray energies, especially
when a large field of view is required. Another GI issue
that has not been widely discussed is the reduced con-
trast when a polychromatic source is used. With a given
GI geometry, the optimal fringe visibility (translating to
image contrast) conditions are valid only for a single
wavelength.
On the other hand, a recent CA-PCI method pioneered

by the Olivo group [3,4] mitigates most of the issues pre-
sented by GI systems. This noninterferometric method
allows for a relatively simple imaging geometry that may
be clinically feasible. Recent results have also shown
potential for low-dose breast imaging [5]. However, like
existing GI methods, the Olivo method also requires
multiple measurements per projection in order to
produce quantitatively accurate absorption and phase

images. These measurements require movement of the
CA detector mask [2,6].

Even with the simpler FSP imaging, separate absorp-
tion and phase imagery was typically sought from inten-
sity measurements recorded at multiple object-detector
distances. Recently, we proposed a single-shot FSP
method that utilizes a photon counting spectral detector
(PCSD) [7]. A PCSD allows separation of detected pho-
tons into multiple energy bins. This single-shot method
was successfully applied for GI method by Wang et al.
[8] to obtain quantitatively accurate absorption and
phase imagery.

In this Letter, we propose a novel single-shot approach
to PCI that is noninterferometric and can provide quanti-
tative accurate absorption, phase and differential-phase
(DP) imagery for a wide range of x-ray imaging energies
while being applicable to clinically relevant imaging
tasks. In light of the advantages that CA methods offer
over G-I methods, we choose the former as the system
framework for our approach. Our retrieval method
described here utilizes spectral data from PCSDs in con-
junction with a recently proposed approximate transport-
of-intensity equation (TIE) for a CA-PCI geometry [9].

We shall use the following notation to describe our
retrieval method. The attenuation and phase change of
an x-ray depend on the tissue’s complex refractive index
n !r" # 1 − δ!r" $ iβ!r", where the 2D vector r # !z; x"
denotes location. The real part δ!r" of the index is related
to the electron density (ED) ρe!r" and x-ray wavelength λ
via the equation

δ!r" # %λ2reρe!r"&∕2π; (1)

where re is the radius of an electron [1]. The imaginary
part β!r" of the refractive index is related to the material’s
x-ray attenuation coefficient μ!r" according to the for-
mula μ!r" # 4πβ!r"∕λ. Thus, β!r" is also directly related
to effective atomic number.
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Photon Counting Spectral Detectors
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Spectral detection
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Vespucci, Das (2019) IEEE Transactions of 
Medical Imaging 
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Charge Sharing
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T. Ricketts and M. Das, SPIE Proc. (2014)
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Sensor Material
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Single Quantum Processing
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ì Medipix Collaboration (CERN , Geneva)

ì Medipix3RX – Current version 

- Flux tolerance ~ 70 million photons/second/mm2

- Includes charge sharing correction hardware

- 2 – 8 energy bins at once

ì Timepix – Time of arrival of detected photons

Time over Threshold (TOT Operation)



Physical Basis Functions
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Image Domain Material Decomposition
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µ(E, r )=µM1(E)ρ1 f1(
r )+ µM 2 (E)ρ2 f2 (r )+ µM 3(E)ρ3 f3(

r )+...

µ(E, r )=µ1(E) f1(
r )+ µ2 (E) f2 (r )+ µ3(E) f3(

r )+...

Attenuation
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Volume Fraction Material #2

Volume Fraction Material #3



Single-Step Decomposition
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µ(E, r )=µ1(E) f1(
r )+ µ2 (E) f2 (r )+ µ3(E) f3(

r )+...

I(E1,x,y) I(E5,x,y)I(E2,x,y) I(E6,x,y)I(E4,x,y)I(E3,x,y)



Multi-Material Decomposition in Single Step
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Nate Fredette et al. , SPIE (2017), PMB (2019)
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Psychophysics 
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� Will lesion detectability improve with these emerging 
modalities?

� Task-based assessments 
� Virtual clinical trials
-Machine learning
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DBT- Image Acquisition and 
Reconstruction

• Three different densities of 
phantoms
• 25%, 50%, 75%

3             15          41

• Projections acquired over four 
different arc spans
• 30°, 45°, 60°, 75°

• For each arc span, we 
considered a number of 
projections ranging from 3 to 
51

Phantoms created by P. Bakic, University of Pennsylvania 

25%             50%             
75%

•1.5 mGy of dose was 
distributed evenly across the 
number of projections

• Reconstructed using 3D 
filtered back projection 

• Serial cascade model used to 
simulate DBT images

M. Das et al. IEEE TMI , 30 (2011)

A. Vedula et al. Proc. SPIE 5030 (2003)
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Localization Receiver Operating Characteristic
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LROC curve describes 
how well a human 
observer is able 
to detect a signal

Das, Gifford (2016)



Image Texture
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Texture Assessment
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Texture and Perception?

Statistical featured
computed in the Image

Nisbett, Das (2018)



Observer Surrogates?
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� Mathematical observer models (Gifford)
� Texture features. (Nisbett, Das (2017), (2018)
� Power spectral parameters (beta- anatomic noise)
� Physics of imaging - building blocks of machine 

learning tools 



Summary
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� Quantitative phase contrast imaging 
� Spectral detectors
� Perception and image science will play an integral 

role in future device and algorithmic developments
� Towards x-ray microscopy with Timepix
� Color X-Ray
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� Physics and engineering – experiments, models
� Computer Science – Image reconstruction,  ML
- Breast Images, Pathology …
� Biochemistry- Contrast Enhanced Imaging
� Mathematics- Inverse Problems
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